Sacramento State University
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
JAZZ SAXOPHONE

Jury Requirements

FRESHMAN YEAR

Repertoire and Studies
Textbooks:
- Larry Teal: The Art Of Saxophone Playing
- Dave Liebman: Developing A Personal Sound

Saxophone Methods:
- Klose: 25 Daily Exercises
- Klose: 25 Etudes Of Mechanism

Jazz Saxophone Methods:
- Coker/Campbell: Patterns For Jazz
- Oliver Nelson: Patterns For Improvisation

Jazz Transcription Solos:
- Selected Solos

Scales:
- All major scales and minor scales (melodic, harmonic, natural) and arpeggios to the 9th
- All blues scales

Repetoire:
- Selected tunes from the Level 1 - Jazz Repertoire List (play melody, know the harmony, and improvise over the changes)

Memorized Tune List:
- In a three ring binder, compile in alphabetical order twenty tunes that have memorized during the Freshman year of study. Include the lead sheets and a typed index of the tunes.

Fall Jury: (all material to be performed from memory)
- Two contrasting tunes from the Level 1 - Jazz Repertoire List. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
- One tune from the student’s “tune list” to be called randomly by the jazz jury panel. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
- Transcription: Perform and turn in your written jazz transcription. Play along with the original CD (recording) of the solo you transcribed.

Spring Jury: (all material to be performed from memory)
- Two contrasting tunes from the Level 1 - Jazz Repertoire List to be played with jazz faculty members. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
- One tune from the student’s individual “tune list” to be called randomly by the jazz jury panel. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
- Transcription: Perform and turn in your written jazz transcription. Be able to play along with the original CD (recording) of the solo you transcribed.
SOPHOMORE YEAR

Repertoire and Studies

Textbook:
Mark Levine: The Jazz Theory Book
Kenny Werner: Effortless Mastery

Saxophone Methods:
J.L. Small: 27 Rhythmical And Melodious Etudes For Saxophone
Sigurd Rascher: 158 Exercises For Saxophone
Ferling: 48 Etudes

Jazz Saxophone Methods:
Charlie Parker Omnibook
Dan Higgins: The Jazz Etude Book
Dan Higgins: 120 Blues Chorus’

Jazz Transcription Solos:
Selected solos

Scales:
• All seven modes of the major scale and arpeggios to the 9th
• All seven modes of the melodic minor scale and arpeggios to the 9th
• Be Bop scales (chromatic dominant)

Repertoire:
Selected tunes from the Level 2 - Jazz Repertoire List (play melody, know the harmony, and improvise over the changes)

Memorized Tune List:
In a three ring binder, compile in alphabetical order twenty tunes that have memorized during the Sophomore year of study. Include the lead sheets and a typed index of the tunes.

Fall Jury: (all material to be performed from memory)
• Two contrasting tunes from the Level 2 - Jazz Repertoire List to be played with jazz faculty members. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
• One tune from the student’s individual “tune list” to be called randomly by the jazz jury panel. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
• Transcription: Perform and turn in your written jazz transcription. Be able to play along with the original CD (recording) of the solo you transcribed.

Spring Jury: (all material to be performed from memory)
• Two contrasting tunes from the Level 2 - Jazz Repertoire List to be played with jazz faculty members. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
• One tune from the student’s individual “tune list” to be called randomly by the jazz jury panel. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
• Transcription: Perform and turn in your written jazz transcription. Be able to play along with the original CD (recording) of the solo you transcribed.
JUNIOR YEAR

Repertoire and Studies

Textbook:
  Hal Galper: Forward Motion
  Mark Levine: The Jazz Theory Book

Saxophone Methods:
  Joe Viola: Creative Reading Studies
  Marcel Mule: Leduc Series
  Sigurd Rascher: Top Tones For Saxophone

Jazz Saxophone Methods:
  Mintzer: 14 Jazz And Funk Etudes
  Mintzer: 12 Contemporary Etudes

Jazz Transcription Solos:
  Selected Solos

Scales:
  • Diminshed and Whole tone scales
  • Major and Minor Pentatonic scales

Repertoire:
  Selected tunes from the Level 3 - Jazz Repertoire List (play melody, know the harmony, and improvise over the changes)

Memorized Tune List:
  In a three ring binder, compile in alphabetical order twenty tunes that have memorized during the Junior year of study. Include the lead sheets and a typed index of the tunes.

Fall Jury: *(all material to be performed from memory)*

  • Two contrasting tunes from the Level 3 - Jazz Repertoire List to be played with jazz faculty members. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
  • One tune from the student’s individual “tune list” to be called randomly by the jazz jury panel. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
  • Transcription: Perform and turn in your written jazz transcription. Be able to play along with the original CD (recording) of the solo you transcribed.

Spring Jury: *(all material to be performed from memory)*

  • Two contrasting tunes from the Level 3 - Jazz Repertoire List to be played with jazz faculty members. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
  • One tune from the student’s individual “tune list” to be called randomly by the jazz jury panel. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
  • Transcription: Perform and turn in your written jazz transcription. Be able to play along with the original CD (recording) of the solo you transcribed.
SENIOR YEAR

Emphasis is on the required full recital that is to be given at any time during the senior year. This recital shall consist of 50-60 minutes of music. In order to be approved for public performance, students must first receive a satisfactory evaluation by members of the jazz studies faculty by presenting a recital hearing. Students should plan on presenting two or three of the songs proposed for their recital program, including at least one original composition or arrangement. Students must schedule their recital hearing in the semester that precedes the anticipated recital date. On the basis of the hearing, the faculty may elect to approve or disapprove the recital for presentation. The recital hearing will take the place of the standard end-of-the-semester jury, and lasts twenty minutes in duration.

Repertoire and Studies

Saxophone Methods:
- La Cour: 28 Etudes a La Messian
- Bach: Solo Cello Suites (Kynaston)
- Joe Viola: Creative Reading Studies

Jazz Saxophone Methods:
- Eddie Harris: The Intervallistic Concept
- Yusef Lateef: Repository of Scales and Melodic Patterns

Jazz Transcription Solos:
- Selected solos

Scales:
- Minor 6, augmented, hybrid

Repertoire:
- Selected tunes from the Level 4 - Jazz Repertoire List (play melody, know the harmony, and improvise over the changes)

Memorized Tune List:
- In a three ring binder, compile in alphabetical order twenty tunes that have memorized during the Senior year of study. Include the lead sheets and a typed index of the tunes.

Fall Jury: (all material to be performed from memory)

- Two contrasting tunes from the Level 4 - Jazz Repertoire List to be played with jazz faculty members. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
- One tune from the student’s individual “tune list” to be called randomly by the jazz jury panel. Count off the tune, play the melody and solo over the changes.
- Transcription: Perform and turn in your written jazz transcription. Be able to play along with the original CD (recording) of the solo you transcribed.

Spring Jury:

- Recital Hearing

(Please note: If the student is not ready to present the Senior jazz recital, then the procedure for the Senior fall semester jury will be followed each and every semester until the recital hearing is scheduled and approved)